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あらまし 仮想化ネットワークシステムにおいて、サーバへのサービスの配置や配置された各サービスへの資源割り

当てを各サーバで自律分散的に決定することができれば、集中型制御を必要とせずに、ネットワークサービスの大規

模化に対する拡張性の確保やサーバ障害や環境変動などへの対応が容易になると考えられる。本報告では、化学反応

式を用いた空間協調モデルに基づいて、分散配置された各サーバが自律分散的に、提供するサービスを決定し、サー

バ資源を共有する手法を提案する。シミュレーションを用いて提案手法の有効性を確認する。さらに、提案手法の

Network Function Virtualization (NFV)への適用例を説明し、提案手法が実在するアプリケーションシナリオに適して

いることを示す。
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Abstract In virtualized network system, multiple services are located on virtual and physical servers for constructing ser-

vice space, and these servers provide the services according to user requests. For ensuring the scalability of the system, and

for quick detection and recovery of system failures in such large-scale system, we need to construct the service space in an

autonomous distributed fashion. In this report, we propose a construction method of service space based on chemical-inspired

spatial coordination model. We model a server as a tuple space, and chemical substances in the tuple space as server resources,

service demands and user requests. Chemical reactions are defined in the tuple space to describe various behaviors in the

server. We confirm the behavior of the proposed method by simulation experiments. Furthermore, we present the application

scenario of the proposed method to placing functions and determining packet flow routes in Network Function Virtualization

(NFV) architecture to confirm the suitability of the proposed method for actual network services.

Key words Virtualized network system, spatial coordination model, chemical reaction, Network Function Virtualization
(NFV)

1. Introduction
In virtualized network system for cloud computing environment

as shown Figure 1, multiple services and functions (hereinafter re-
ferred to services) are located on virtual and physical servers for
constructing service space. For example, in mashup Web services,
multiple service components such as databases, registration, and au-
thentication are configured on servers in cloud computing environ-

ments at data centers [1]. Similarly, in Network Function Virtualiza-
tion (NFV), virtualized network functions such as Deep Packet In-
spection (DPI), firewall, network accelerator, and Network Address
Translation (NAT) are installed on universal servers in the network
so that packet flows go through such functions. [2]. Each server in
the service space provides one or more services and these services
share the server resources. Therefore, it is important to determine
server locations, service distribution to servers according to the de-
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Figure 1 Virtualized network system for cloud computing environment

mand for the services to construct effective service space.
For the resource management in such a service space, there are

two types of controls, centralized control and autonomous dis-
tributed control. In case of the centralized control, since a central
controller needs to maintain the computing resources and services
in the service space, the overhead would increase rapidly with the
extension of the service space. Furthermore, it takes larger time and
cost for detecting and recovering the system failures. Therefore, for
ensuring the scalability of the system to the number of servers, de-
ployed services and requests, and for quick detection and recovery
of the system failures in such large-scale system, we need to con-
struct and maintain the service space in an autonomous distributed
fashion.

Furthermore, today’s and tomorrow’s information network ser-
vices are characterized by dynamism and unpredictability. For such
services we require autonomous distributed behavior without hu-
man intervention [3]. One possible way to realize this is to exploit
biochemical mechanisms, that is often applied to various informa-
tion network systems due to its autonomic, distributed, and self-
organized behaviors [4–6].

In [7], a chemical-inspired tuple space model has been proposed.
In this model, a system component is modelled as chemical-inspired
tuple space, and these tuple space are connected to form a network
as a whole system. In the tuple space, a tuple mimics a chemical
substance, and a notion of activity value for tuples [8] resembles
chemical concentration. Chemical reactions are properly installed
into the tuple space, and evolve concentration of tuples over time
exactly in the same way that chemical substances would behave.
Additionally, such chemical reactions are extended with a mecha-
nism of tuple diffusion.

The authors, in [9] proposed a chemical-inspired spatial coordi-
nation model as an enhanced version of the above model for sup-
porting a system of pervasive services. In this model, the case study
based on the pervasive and self-adaptive display infrastructure for
the airport scenario is considered. In this case, the node, where a
displayed installed, is modelled as a tuple space. Requests from
users, services for users, and local information in the system com-
ponent are represented as chemical substances. The concentration
of the chemical substances means the amount of service demands
and requests from users, and so on. In each tuple space, chemical
reactions are defined to determine the behavior of the node, the dis-
play, and displayed services, such as competition among displayed
services, the increase and decrease of the demand of the services,
and their matching to user’s preferences. Furthermore, multiple tu-
ple space are connected to form a network of system components
to represent the spatial coordination of the system, e.g. diffusion
and movement of services and requests in the system. We believe
that the above model can also be applied to constructing service
space needs to determine services to be provided according to user
requests with a spatial coordination.

In this report, we propose a construction method of service space
based on chemical-inspired tuple space model to realize distributed
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Figure 2 Overview of chemical-inspired spatial coordination model

execution of multiple services according to user requests and au-
tonomous sharing server resources among these services. In the pro-
posed method, a physical server in the virtualized network system
is modelled as a tuple space. User requests, demands, and server
resources are considered as chemical substances in the tuple space.
Then, we define chemical reactions in the tuple space to represent
various behaviors such as the execution of the services and the in-
crease and decrease of the service demands and server resources
according to the amount of user requests. Moreover, we construct a
network of multiple tuple spaces to model the service space in vir-
tualized network system, and represent the diffusion of the services
and the movement of user requests.

We confirm the behavior of the proposed method through sim-
ulation experiments, in terms of distributed execution of services,
autonomous sharing of server resource according to the amount of
user requests, service relocation to appropriate servers in the net-
work. Furthermore, we present an application scenario of the pro-
posed method to Network Function Virtualization (NFV) architec-
ture. For that purpose we extend the proposed model to accommo-
date the Network Function Chaining (NFC), that is one of important
services in NFV.

The rest of this report is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
explain the chemical-inspired tuple space model and its applicabil-
ity to the virtualized network system. In Section 3, we propose the
construction method of service space and present a mathematical
analysis of the basic performance. In Section 4, we show extensive
simulation results to confirm the behavior of the proposed method.
In Section 5, we explain the application of the proposed method to
NFV architecture. Finally, in Section 6, we present a conclusion
and some directions for future research.

2. Chemical-inspired spatial coordination model
In this section, we briefly explain an overview of the chemical-

inspired spatial coordination model. Subsequently, we present its
applicability to construct service space in the virtualized network
system.

2. 1 Overview
In [9], a chemical-inspired coordination model has been proposed

on the idea of embodying the distributed state of a pervasive services
in the network of system component. Figure 2 depicts the overview
of the model. A system component is modelled as a tuple space, and
multiple tuple spaces are connected to form a network as a whole
system. In each tuple space, local information is described by chem-
ical substances (corresponding to tuples in the original model [7]),
and the amount of the information is represented by the concentra-
tion of corresponding chemical substance. Chemical reactions are
set into the tuple space to describe behaviors of the system compo-
nent. By conducting chemical reactions, we obtain the evolution of
chemical substances in the tuple space over time.

In the next subsection, we present an application example of the
model in the context of pervasive display infrastructure in airport
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scenario introduced in Section 1.
2. 2 Spatial coordination by chemical reactions
Each display in the airport is modelled as a tuple space. At the

tuple space, the following reactions are defined to describe the exe-
cution of a service for a request and the evolution and decay of the
service in the tuple space.

SERV |REQ u→ SERV |SERV | toserv(SERV,REQ) (1)

SERV
d→ 0 (2)

Substance SERV represents the service identifier provided by the
display. Substance REQ means a request for the display service
from people nearby the display. Substance toserv(SERV,REQ) is
the information on actual display service for the request. Reaction
(1) includes two behaviors in the system component. One is that a
request for the service is processed by the display. Another is that
the concentration of SERV increases as a result of the request pro-
cessing to represent the increase of service demand. On the other
hand, Reaction (2) represents decay of the service.

The rate at which a reaction occurs in a tuple space is determined
in proportion to the product of the concentrations of chemical sub-
stances in reactants of the reaction and the rate parameter (u and
d in Reactions (1) and (2), respectively). Therefore, by these two
reactions we can represent the evolution and decay of the service
according to the amount of demand for the service.

Reaction (3) represents the diffusion of a service to other inter-
connected tuple spaces, where m means the rate parameter.

SERV
m→ SERV ; (3)

By this reaction, substance SERV is diffused to surrounding tuple
spaces at a rate proportional to its concentration. Combined with
Reaction (1) and (2), we can describe the spatial evolution of the
service according to the service demand.

The remaining four reactions are utilized to move substance REQ
to tuple spaces where the corresponding service is provided.

PUMP
p→ PUMP |GRAD (4)

GRAD
d→ 0 (5)

GRAD
m→ GRAD;(GRAD−) (6)

REQ
m′
→ REQ;(GRAD+) (7)

p, d, m, and m′ are rate parameters for Reactions (4), (2), (3), and
(7), respectively. Substance PUMP is inserted into a tuple space
that provides the service. GRAD is a substance for establishing a
gradient field in the system shown in Figure 3. Reaction (6) repre-
sents the diffusion of GRAD to surrounding tuple spaces that have
less concentrations of GRAD. Therefore, the gradient field is con-
structed so that the tuple space providing the service becomes a
summit with the largest concentrations of GRAD, and surrounding
tuple spaces have smaller concentrations of GRAD according to the
distance (e.g. hop count) from the summit. Reaction (7) describes
the movement of REQ to tuple spaces with larger concentrations of
GRAD, depicted in Figure 3.

2. 3 Applicability to the virtualized network system
We consider that the above chemical-inspired coordination model

can be applied to constructing a service space in the virtualized net-
work system by the following analogies. System components in
Figure 2 are replaced into servers that provide services. Substances
SERV and REQ correspond to a service and a user request for the
service, respectively. The network of the system components in Fig-
ure 2 can be constructed according to the network of the servers. By
conducting chemical reactions in each server, we can realize dis-
tributed service execution, sharing server resource among multiple
services, relocation of services to appropriate servers, and the move-
ment of user request to appropriate servers. In the next section, we
describe how the model is applied to constructing a service space in
the virtualized network system in more detail.

3. Construction method of service space
We propose a construction method of service space in the vir-

tualized network system by extending the chemical-inspired space
coordination model in Section 2. In what follows we explain the
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chemical reactions for realizing various behaviors in each server of
the service space in the virtualized network system.

3. 1 Sharing server resources
We introduce the following reactions for service i in tuple space

t to represent the execution of multiple services according to user
requests.

SERVi |REQi |CATALt

ui,t→ MEDIATEi,t (8)

MEDIATEi,t

vi,t→ SERVi |REQi |CATALt (9)

MEDIATEi,t

wi,t→ SERVi |SERVi |CATALt

| toserv(SERVi, REQi) (10)

SERVi

di,t→ 0 (11)

ui,t, vi,t, wi,t, and di,t means the rates parameters for Reactions
(8), (9), (10), and (11), respectively. Substance SERVi represents
an identifier of service i. The existence of this substance in a tu-
ple space means that the corresponding server can execute service
i. Substance REQi means a request for service i from users. Sub-
stance toserv(SERVi, REQi) expresses the information on actual ex-
ecution of service i for the request.

As described in the previous section, the reaction rate is deter-
mined in proportion to the product of the concentrations of reac-
tants in the reaction. It means that in Reaction (1), when the con-
centrations of SERV and REQ increase, the reaction rate increases
without any limitation. This is not suitable for service spaces in
the virtualized network system since a server has limited amount of
resources such as processing performance and memory size. There-
fore, we exploit Michaelis-Menten mechanism [10], that explains
enzyme-catalyzed reactions [11] in the context of chemical kinet-
ics. In enzyme-catalyzed reaction, the reaction rate is controlled
by the concentrations of catalyst while the catalyst itself does not
affect the reaction. The authors in [10] proposed a model for deter-
mining the rate of the enzyme-catalyzed reaction by introducing an
enzyme-substrate complex into the reaction.

Based on the mechanism in [10], we extend Reaction (1) into Re-
actions (8), (9), and (10). Substance CATALt means the catalyst
in tuple space t, that corresponds to available server resources in
a server. Substance MEDIATEi,t is the complex, whose concen-
tration means the amount of resources in the tuple space t utilized
for service i. Therefore, we configure the initial concentration of
CATALt in tuple space t according to the resource amount in the
corresponding server.

3. 2 Diffusion of services
We add the following reaction to realize the diffusion of services

to other interconnected servers.

SERVi

mi,t→ SERV ∼→
i (12)

mi,t means the rate parameter. By this reaction, SERVi is diffused
from tuple space t to surrounding tuple spaces. When the destina-
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tion tuple space of the diffusion has requests for the service, they
are processed according to Reactions (8), (9), and (10), resulting
the evolution of the service at the tuple space. On the other hand,
when the destination tuple space has no corresponding request, the
service would decay according to Reaction (11).

3. 3 Movement of user requests
When a request in a tuple space can not find the correspond-

ing service, it should move to another tuple space (e.g. server) to
meet the service. Furthermore, the moving direction should be de-
termined based on the remaining server resources and the service
demand in each tuple space.

We introduce the following chemical reactions to describe these
behaviors.

SERVi |CATALt

gi,t→ SERVi |CATALt |GRADi (13)

GRADi

hi,t→ 0 (14)

GRADi

ki,t→ GRADi
;(GRADi

−) (15)

REQi

ni,t→ REQi
;(GRADi

+) (16)

gi,t, hi,t, ki,t, and ni,t are the rate parameters for Reactions (13),
(14), (15), and (16), respectively. We extend Reaction (4) into Reac-
tion (13) so that we construct the gradient field for service i accord-
ing to the remaining resource of the server and the service demand,
instead of just using the existence of the service.

4. Performance evaluation
In this section, we confirm the behavior of the proposed method

through simulation experiments.
4. 1 τ -leaping algorithm
We exploit τ -leaping algorithm [12] to simulate the behavior of

the proposed method. It is one of stochastic simulation algorithms,
which can capture the inherent stochasticity in many biochemical
systems such as the chemically reacting system and the cell system.
We briefly explain the procedures of τ -leaping algorithm for a tuple
space in the proposed method as follows.

• Step 1: Set τ for the time step of the simulation

• Step 2: Calculate the reaction rates of chemical reactions in the
tuple space

• Step 3: Generate a Poisson random variable for each chemical
reaction whose mean is the product of corresponding reaction
rate and time τ

• Step 4: Execute chemical reactions at the number of times in
Step 3

• Step 5: Progress simulation time by τ

• Step 6: Turning back to Step 2

In [13], the authors describe that simulation with τ -leaping algo-
rithm can be carried out more faster than other stochastic simula-
tion algorithms such as Gillespie’s algorithm [14], without deteri-
orating the quality of the simulation result. We also believe that
τ -leaping algorithms is suitable for parallel simulation of multiple
tuple spaces with interactions among them, that is required for the
evaluation of the proposed method.

4. 2 Simulation scenarios
We utilize the topology of the backbone network of Science Infor-

mation Network (SINET) in Japan. SINET provides the academic
backbone network that is constructed and operated by National In-
stitute of Informatics (NII) for academic information infrastructure
of Japanese universities and research institutions. We depict the net-
work topology for the performance evaluation in Figure 4, where
nodes are located on major cities in Japan. We assume that there is
one server at each node with limited resource amount to provide ser-
vice(s). User requests for the services are generated on the nodes,
assuming that the requests come from the network of universities
and institutes connecting to the node.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed method by using
the following four scenarios. Note that all node has 1,000 of the
initial concentration of CATAL, that corresponds to the capacity of
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Figure 4 SINET backbone network topology

serving roughly 50 requests per unit time.

• Scenario 1: We locate service 1 and service 2 to node 1 by
initially setting concentrations of SERV1 and SERV2 to 2,000.
User requests for services 1 and 2 are generated by injecting
10 and 30 of the concentrations of REQ1 and REQ2 to node 1
per unit time, respectively. By this scenario we show the server
resource sharing among services according to the amount of
requests for them.

• Scenario 2: We locate service 1 to node 8 by initially setting
concentrations of SERV1 to 3,000. User requests for service 1
are generated by injecting 40 of the concentrations of REQ1 to
node 1 per unit time. We exhibit the relocation of the service
to an appropriate node.

• Scenario 3: Initial service location is identical to Scenario 3.
However, the request rate for service 1 at node 1 is increased
from 40 to 80. Since 80 requests per unit time can not be served
by a single server, the load sharing among surrounding nodes
would occur in this scenario.

• Scenario 4: We locate service 1 to node 6 by initially setting
concentrations of SERV1 to 1,000. User requests for service 1
are generated by injecting 80 of the concentrations of REQ1

to node 3 per unit time. Furthermore, we limit the diffusion
area of substance SERV1 to nodes 4, 5, and 6. By this scenario
we present the load balancing among three servers to serve the
requests.

4. 3 Simulation results and discussions
Figure 5 plots the concentration changes of MEDIATE for each

service and CATAL on node 1 in Scenario 1. We can confirm
from this figure that the concentrations of MEDIATE for each ser-
vice converge at constant values according to the injection rate of
REQ for both service. In Figure 6, we plot the generation rate of
toserv(SERV,REQ) for each service on node 1. This result means
that the requests for both services are processed at almost identical
rate to their injection rates. We also confirmed that almost REQ1

and REQ2 moves to other nodes from node 1 because node 1 has
enough resource to process all injected requests.

In Figure 7, we plot the concentration changes of SERV and REQ
on node 8, node 3, and node 1 in Scenario 2. These results clearly
show that SERV moves from node 8 to node 1, where user requests
for the service are injected. Figure 8 plots the gradient field for
the service at 200 th time step and 1,500 th time step. We can see
from this figure that the gradient field is generated according to the
movement of service.

For Scenario 3 we plot the average generation rate of
toserv(SERV1, REQ1) between 500th to 2,000th time step. This re-
sult exhibits that the injected requests are served at nodes 1, 2, and
3 and the service rate of node 1 is highest since the requests are
injected to node 1.

Finally, we show the evaluation results of Scenario 4. Figure
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Figure 7 Scenario 2: Concentration changes of SERV and REQ on node

8, node 3, and node 1

10 show the average generation rate of toserv(SERV1, REQ1) from
500th to 2,000th time step. We can observe from this figure that
the requests injected to node 3 are distributed to nodes 4, 5, and 6
for load balancing. However, The service rate of node 6 is slightly
larger than that of nodes 4 and 5. This is because of the network
topology among nodes 4, 5, and 6. Since node 6 has two links to
nodes 4 and 5, while nodes 4 and 5 only has a link to 6, the con-
centration of SERV at node 6 becomes higher that nodes 4 and 5
as a result of the diffusion of SERV . Note that we have confirmed
that when nodes 4 and 5 have an additional interconnected link, the
service rates of node 4, 5, and 6 become identical.
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5. Application to Network Function Virtualiza-
tion

In this section, we present the applicability of the proposed
method to Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and describe the
extension of the proposed method for accommodating NFV sce-
nario.

5. 1 Overview
We consider that proposed method is suitable for NFV, by which

network functions are virtualized and they are executed on servers
so as to simplify to share and relocate network functions. Typi-
cally, network flows go through several network functions. These
flows traverse these network functions in specific order so that the
required functions are applied to the flows. The notion is known
as Network Function Chaining (NFC) or Network Service Chaining
(NSC) [15,16]. Therefore, it is important for NFV that we decide at
which server each network function is located and on which route
flows go through.

In [17], the authors proposed the method which determines the
location of network functions for NFV according to chaining re-
quests of all network flows. However, the method requires that
chaining requests of all network flows must be known in advance
and it takes large calculation time to obtain the placement of all re-
quired functions in the network. Accordingly, we can apply the pro-
posed method in Section 4 to placing function in NFV architecture
so that we can determine where to apply each network function in
chaining request to network flow and location of network functions
in an autonomous distributed fashion.

5. 2 Extended model of proposed method
We define network functions applied to a certain flow as

f1, f2, .... We also define the first and last functions to be processed
on the flow as fstart and fend, respectively. To represent the chain-
ing request, we introduce the following notation that describes the
order of the functions to be applied to a flow.

c = {fstart, f1, f2, f3, ..., fend}
When a flow with a chaining request of c = {f1, f2, f3, ..., fend}
is processed by a network function f1, the chaining request changes
as follows.

c← c\{f1} = {f2, f3, .., fend}
Moreover, we denote the network function by which a chining re-
quest c should be nextly processed as f1(c) (e.g. in case ck =

{f1, f2, f3}, f1(c) = f1). We then introduce the following re-
actions so that a server provides NFV functions, where F =
{f1, f2, ...}, and C is a set of all chaining requests in the network.

∀c ∈ C, ∀f ∈ F SERVf |FLOWc
rus→ SERVf |SERVf

|FLOWc\{f1(c)} (17)

|toserv(SERVf , FLOWc)

∀f ∈ F SERVf
rdc→ 0 (18)

∀f ∈ F SERVf

rdf→ SERVf
; (19)

∀c ∈ C FLOWc
ras→ FLOWc

; (GRADf1(c)
+) (20)

∀f ∈ F SERVf
rrg→ SERVf |GRADf (21)

∀f ∈ F GRADf

rdg→ 0 (22)

∀f ∈ F GRADf
rmg→ GRADf

;

(GRADf
−) (23)

Substance SERVf represents a function f and substance FLOWc

means a flow which has a chaining request c. Substance
toserv(SERVf , FLOWc) expresses that a flow has chaining re-
quest c is processed. In Reaction (17), FLOWc is replaced by
FLOWc\{f1(c)} for remaining functions in the chaining request to
be processed, that is different from Reaction (1) where REQ is re-
moved after being processed. Therefore, when a flow which has
only fend in its chaining request is processed, FLOWc is removed.
Reactions (18), (19), (20), (21), (22), and (23) are corresponding to

Reaction (11), (12), (16), (13) ,(14), and (15) in proposed method,
respectively. These reactions are required for routing flows to ap-
propriate servers for functions to be processed.

6. Conclusion and Future works
In this report, we proposed a construction method of service space

in virtualized network system based on the chemical-inspired spa-
tial coordination model. The proposed method can realize the server
resource sharing, load balancing, service relocation, and request for-
warding to appropriate servers. We have confirmed the behavior of
the proposed method by presenting extensive simulation results. We
also explained the application of the proposed method to NFV ar-
chitecture.

For future work, we plan to conduct the mathematical analysis
of proposed method to reveal the fundamental characteristics of the
proposed method. We also need to confirm the behavior of the ex-
tended model for NFV architecture shown in Section 5 by simula-
tion experiments.
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